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An Open Letter: Addressing the Failed Culture to Innovate  
Greater Houston Flood and Risk Mitigation 

 

“Most new great ideas, when initially presented in medicine and science,  
commonly are considered to be crazy because they are different” 

Quote from the late Dr. Emil Freireich of Houston’s UT MD Anderson Cancer Center, who developed the protocol for changing the 
survival rate of childhood leukemias from less than 10% to over 90% today. 

My roots and commitment to our region run deep as a reminder to leave a legacy for our son and his future generation. 
But this can only be achieved if there is a different mindset - which to date I have found sorely lacking. That is where the 
failure of the current culture for – or rather against - innovating flood and risk mitigation stifles immediate and future 
resilience, especially for the most vulnerable. I am more disappointed not angry, more discouraged not disgruntled. 

As a fourth-generation Houstonian, I stand on the shoulders of great leaders and mentors with whom I have had the 
honor of serving in a career that spans public, private, academic and non-profit sectors. While working as the assistant 
to the President of MD Anderson Cancer Center, I observed breakthroughs and innovations against all odds every day. 
Houston has been a region synonymous with a unique equation of grit and entrepreneurial determination. I have hoped 
to bring some of those lessons-learned and resources to the table regarding the challenges facing my hometown starting 
with the initial floods of 2015 through Hurricane Harvey, and now of late with Storm Uri. However, there is a culture 
among several Greater Houston public agencies and programs that is so set in their ways for traditional approaches, 
while other communities and cities throughout the US and globally have leaped ahead to reduce loss of life, economic 
insecurity, and competitiveness. But not here. Or at least not at the scale required to achieve powerful outcomes.  

Hurricane Harvey was a seminal event that could forever change the future of a community. And yet the challenges of 
persistent storms and floods – and other risks across the region from spills and leaks, fires and explosions, even snow 
and ice – have increasingly affected the safety, health, and livelihoods of not just our generation but successive ones 
that seek to raise families, grow their businesses, advance their careers. And the impacts are disproportionate.  

It is hell being poor. Worse than hell to face persistent disasters and threats from water-, weather- and other risks. Low 
to moderate income neighborhoods – sources of economic activity, employees and talent, entrepreneurs and innovators 
– deserve to have access to the same technologies, equipment, and solutions that mitigate their communities AND the 
whole of the region. That is why we have taken a connected, equitable, and inclusive approach to every innovative 
proposal and co-funded pilot offered to the City and County program managers.  

Without apologies, those of us missing hydrological engineering degrees and/or a long-history of tilling the fields of 
flood mitigation may not have the robust understanding that others do, but frankly we were invited to the discussion 
when community engagement unfolded to support the various bond packages and advocate for more resources to 
public agencies and programs. Our insights are not without study, research, engagement of engineering-technical-legal 
experts, and a willingness to drill into the best practices across the US and around the world. None of what we so-called 
‘non-engineers’ have brought to public agencies should be considered ill-informed or simply “cute” and “conceptual”.  

While we have focused on flood mitigation primarily in this communication, frankly the larger approach to ALL forms of 
disaster risk mitigation requires unleashing innovative solutions. So…we keep asking “why” – why no other options are 
considered viable, no other perspectives are implemented. Because “…you are creating more liabilities and potential 
lawsuits for us…” should not be the go-to acceptable answer - and definitely not “…we’ve always done it this way…”!   

Therefore, this open letter in response to the Houston Chronicle March 18th article attached for your review. 
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The Realities of Unleashing Innovation for Flood and Risk Mitigation Technologies, 
Investment – Our Journey to the Cul-de-Sac of No-Can-Do.  

“…I am all about using technology to help make the most of what we have, but we have to be able to defend our approach, 
articulate the benefits they provide, and ensure the infrastructure will consistently work when we really need it…”  

Reads like an invitation to collaborate, correct? Far from it. In reality that is a concluding statement after seeking to 
showcase alternative solutions, financing, and regional scalability by spending over $100,000 of our own dollars to 
address each and every hurdle presented directly and indirectly by County and City government agencies. Defend, 
articulate and ensure. Important concerns for them; critically important to the reputations of the technology, 
engineering, risk modeling, and private-philanthropic investment partners we’ve assembled. Eighteen months later we 
are still trying to showcase how myriad solutions can actually save and stretch tax- and ratepayer resources, generate 
significant impacts more efficiently, reduce risks and liabilities, ultimately become a part of the larger portfolio for 
regional flood mitigation across residential, commercial, industrial, and public facilities, infrastructure, land-use.  

With over $20 billion in funding available, projects are moving forward that have been on the drawing board for 
decades. Work is underway across every watershed in the region. And yet, a majority of those projects were dusted off, 
updated to meet current criteria and funded without consideration of advanced technologies, additional insight from 
financial and economic risk modeling, increased introduction of nature-based alternatives, nor strengthening low to 
moderate income neighborhoods. Instead, these public agencies and programs are stacking projects on top of projects, 
adjacent assets owned by various entities are not leveraged into an operational network of regional impact, and 
upstream watersheds are not informing downstream in real-time 

Unlike other regions in the US and abroad, no government department in the County and City has an interest in hosting 
demonstrations for innovation without overcoming classic hurdles that those other locations have already reformed 
through modernized procurement and performance agreements – just a few steps in changing the culture of innovation. 
We’ve even brought nationally recognized technology companies to co-fund pilots with these departments and are 
working with unique funders to reverse the trends for low-to-moderate income neighborhoods downstream or in the 
bullseye from persistent disasters. At this point our partners are more inclined to walk away from the lack of serious 
responsiveness and innovation uptake than continue to expect differently from said County and City agencies. Any 
community in the US would be jumping to take a leadership role in the future of flood and risk mitigation. Both 
traditional and non-traditional mitigation. But not here! 

When our organization invited and co-hosted the Ambassadorial representatives from the Netherlands, Denmark, 
Korea, Japan, even China to share their methods for designing and funding flood and risk mitigation, their offers to 
actually co-sponsor pilot projects with public entities were rebuffed. Two countries sought to do in Houston what has 
been done in New York City, Los Angeles, and around the world: invest upwards of $1 million each for innovative 
mitigation demonstration projects that had proven highly successful for addressing similar challenges suffered in their 
countries.  

No one came to Houston to tell us what to do nor that their approach was THE only way forward. Each international 
representative presented invaluable lessons learned and specific technically engineered proven strategies. While some 
Houstonians did fly to see highly publicized extensive, large-scale projects for coastal mitigation, it was the smaller and, 
in some ways, more relevant solutions that were not only overlooked but ignored. For example, in Copenhagen and 
Rotterdam museum districts with underground parking, those communities have used their infrastructure for ‘simply 
elegant’ mitigation: they place filtration and pump systems to manage stormwater for reuse and removal that preserves 
the museum districts from flooding while leveraging green, nature-based retention ponds for additional and practical 
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storage capacity by transferring the water from the parking garages to adjacent storage or release once waters have 
receded downstream.  

When Houston’s downtown entertainment and museum district could have adapted and adopted such an approach, 
instead new flood walls were constructed, and future damage at the street and tunnel levels were assumed to be an 
insurance coverage issue. Simply, when the opportunity existed to innovate, decision-makers chose to do the least 
modifications necessary and to pass the future loss-expense to their insurers. And that seems to be a constant theme – 
slipping back to what is ‘known’ versus unleashing innovation that has been proven to reduce future losses, while 
creating long-term benefits to our economic engines.  

Through our partnership with the Insurance Information Institute – the highly-regarded ‘think-tank’ of national and 
global insurance, reinsurance sector – we have hosted a series of virtual town halls on “investing in resilience through 
public-private- philanthropic partnerships and alternative financing.” While other cities elected and appointed officials 
have participated, only a handful of County and City government agency and program representatives registered much 
less viewed the videos. Even offering peer-to-peer knowledge-sharing on proven solutions has not been accepted.  

From AON’s Global Public Sector team to The Nature Conservancy venture fund, from CISCO’s community broadband 
tech team to Wharton’s Risk Center, from ARUP to Arcadis   - we have included the most current insights on innovations 
for flood and risk mitigation. We have sought to showcase integrated solutions that have worked in Florida, Maryland, 
New York, Virginia – areas with common challenges as Houston. And no – this region is NOT as unique as some seek to 
convey, as an excuse for a failure to innovate by stating “…why these suggestions will not work here…”! 

We have showcased data tools and modeling – that if adopted here – would change the performance, outcomes, results 
beyond traditional hydrological modeling on which nearly ALL of the current and emerging flood projects are based. In a 
region that promotes itself as entrepreneurial, business-minded, and ‘show-me/don’t tell me’ oriented – there is NO 
assessment of any project that we can identify having used a financial and economic risk nor nature-based 
assessment of cost-benefit, return-on-investment! Reliance upon hydrological models and design is a starting not an 
ending point. Where in any project proposal, application, report are the findings for the precise amount of near-term 
loss reductions, future impacts against previous losses, performance of each project on entire watershed risks?  

Frankly there seems to be a reason why such dependence on hydrological modeling alone overwhelms discussion for 
alternative solutions. When do public agencies stop studying over and over again the same projects and areas? Why not  
become more confident by spending funds on scalable demonstrations of alternative programs, proving that innovation 
is not risky, that it can be measured and monetized, that “smart mitigation” reduces the liabilities so feared?  

In the 1940s, a flood mitigation master plan was presented that would have had Houston intertwined with canals and 
networks of channels to move water from the west to the east, from what was still grassy prairies to the emerging port 
and coastal tidal waters. Eighty years later, Houston is still focused on large-scale concrete and rebar projects in a highly 
urbanized region with growth and expansion of master planned communities, millions of acres in distribution centers, 
and an economy that rivals countries! The mainline strategy is to move water – get it out of the way at whatever the 
cost, no matter the potential legal wrangling that it invites by those concerned with negative environmental and societal 
consequences. Seems risky, with new liabilities, and more unknowns than unleashing immediate innovations now.  

In turn, ‘smart city, smart water, smart infrastructure’ initiatives seek to leverage existing assets available across 
public and private locations. “Smart mitigation’’ suggests being more efficient, effective, and economical through 
applied technologies, predictive analytics, and best practices by using what already is ‘in the ground’ - by optimizing 
said assets for a higher and frankly in certain circumstances better result.  
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A New Role of Government: Public Sector Assets, Resources Aligned for Innovative Risk 
Mitigation with Non-Government Partners  

Government should NOT be the sole source for mitigating risks – especially flood and storm risks. Nor should 
government be the sole arbiter of what constitutes innovative solutions to community challenges. Government 
program managers are extensions of elected officials placed with the trust of citizens to work for our common good. 
Public agencies should reflect the goals and objectives to achieve the hopes and aspirations of current and future 
generations. If these directors, managers, advisors are concerned about taking unfamiliar steps forward, about 
unleashing alternative approaches and solutions, about “defending, articulating, ensuring” decisions, now is the time to 
provide them “cover” so that Greater Houston can become a 21st century globally innovative resilience and mitigation 
region. When public sector agency managers become more concerned about losing their jobs, reputations, authority – 
thus diminishing openness to new, proven ideas – then progress and all of us are diminished. Whether it’s a culture of 
inertia, overwhelming fear of doing the ‘wrong thing’, or a not-invented-here syndrome, we simply ask: “If not us, 
who? And if not now, when?”  

There are over 6700 existing detention and retention ponds throughout the County and City, where only 30% of those 
assets are operated and maintained by respective public agencies. When presented an opportunity to explore, 
demonstrate and scale proven solutions that would mitigate future losses in a more economical approach – one among 
many solutions that the national and global insurance, non-profit, and investment sectors are examining for alternative 
financing and policy-product development - the tepid response by County and City public agency managers is both 
laughable and sad. Losing over $1 trillion on the US Gulf Coast in the past decade has sparked interest in Resilience 
Bonds and Detention-Retention Banks, in Nature-Based Performance Contracting and Market Credit Exchanges.  

Our region - that has taught the world how to finance multi-billion offshore oil rigs and next generation energy 
production - could be the center of excellence for alternative financing to generate a 1:4+ return on the investment for 
flood and risk mitigation according to leading economists and finance experts. But not under the current thinking by 
County and City agency managers - who are asking all of us for continued advocacy, support, and again additional 
funds for completing the entirety of their plans! 

We recognize that to go from underfunded programs to distributing hundreds of millions in grants and contracts 
requires increased attention to managerial and organizational details for our government colleagues. We recognize that 
the federal government advances slowly from a presidential declaration to delivery of resources and/or reimbursement 
of expended costs. We recognize rules are unique from one agency to another, from one program competition to 
another. And yet other locations in the US seem to leverage their own resources coupled with non-traditional partners 
to move projects along. Others seek waivers and exemptions from limiting rules through Congressional or Legislative 
support.  

While the County and City wait for something - not exactly sure what – some communities are adopting regional 
“markets” to attract non-government funds and alternative financing through incentives and credits. We’ve identified 
millions in potential insurance, reinsurance and non-traditional investment resources if public sector partners are truly 
willing to expand their thinking. So yes, as the March 18th Houston Chronicle article suggest, these discussions have 
become “circular” when there is no mandate to innovate! 
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Action Steps for a 21st Century Resilient Region: Address the Culture not the Personalities, 
Incentivize Innovation not the Same-Old Solutions  

From FEMA’s new National Resilience Index to RMS, Jupiter, and several other privately developed analytic tools, we can 
assign risk reduction and strengthen cost-benefit to every flood and a broad set of additional water- and weather-
related disaster projects proposed across both traditional and non-traditional solutions. The data science in risk 
mitigation has reached a new level of capability. Instead, we are asked to rely upon “…the most extensive rain gage 
deployment in the Nation…” rather than leveraging artificial intelligence, machine learning, blockchain, and predictive 
analytics to drive a more robust decision-making and resource allocation process.  

Explanations that “…our models are the ones we depend on and we don’t need any additional insights…” are intended 
to signal that current knowledge is sufficient. Greater Houston is home to new innovations driving better response to 
major diseases and is leading the charge for a pivot in the future of energy supplies. And yet there is no pivot in how the 
region becomes pre-disaster mitigated to flood and other risks by incorporating advanced data analytics and models, 
thereby enhancing how our government colleagues allocate resources more effectively.  

Each new disaster with similar impacts signals to national and international media that Greater Houston is NOT 
prepared to handle future threats, and therefore begins to negatively affect recruitment and attraction of talent, 
companies, investment.  

And it should be noted: other disasters and challenges – spills and leaks, fires and explosions, health and pandemic – 
have had as significant toll on Greater Houston’s financial and economic stability as floods and storms. Remember, 
the Houston Ship Channel had three major incidents, closing operations for days and costing the region in terms of 
logistics, transportation, and storage of goods, while affecting water and air quality, business reputation and 
continuity of service. All preventable and all addressable with new thinking such as regional resilient strategic 
partnerships for co-located inventories of pre-vetted, pre-negotiated, and pre-deployed assets, equipment, 
technologies.  

Here are some ways forward: put 6% - similar to FEMA’s BRIC program – into a regional innovation fund for flood and 
risk mitigation, requiring a better than 1:1 match from non-government resources, establish a public-private-
philanthropic partnership to utilize incentives, credits, performance-based procurement, and similar successful 
strategies to unleash innovation. Use the tools and ideas outlined herein to spark 20-25% risk reduction performance 
above what is currently being explored and implemented. Leverage national and international expertise as a global hub 
for innovative risk management by welcoming alternative financing and investment with the corresponding de-risking 
research, analysis, and demonstration of non-traditional projects.  

If the failed culture for innovating flood and other disaster risk mitigation isn’t worth addressing, then no matter how 
much money is thrown at bringing Greater Houston into the 21st century, we will be nor more accountable to future 
generations than those that did not chose to fund the 1940s plan, thereby missing the opportunity for more effective 
resilience.  

We welcome the dialogue, the debate, the differences in strategies but NOW is the time to break the circular cycle of 
publicly embracing innovation but privately destroying any opportunity to deploy it.   

 

Richard S. Seline, Executive Director & Senior Advisor 


